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This project seeks to provide a comprehensive assessment of risks and hazards associated with
oil and gas wells located in the City of Norman, Oklahoma.
The team has created a comprehensive database of active oil and gas well activity located within
Cleveland County. The database includes risk factors associated with each producing well, storage tank, and injection well.
The team has been researching best practices for inspections and oversight drawing from industry standards and practices in other communities. We will next analyze the most cost-effective
ways to mitigate risks to the community.
We will create a report with a menu of options for mitigating risk factors. The team will disseminate its report to the broader community via publishing it online and via a public presentation
and dialogue.

Comparison of other cities’ policies
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No ordinance existed until Oct. 15, 1974 and every well drilled before then receives grandfather status and is exempt from most regulation requirements
All wells inspected twice each year
Well Site Inspection Check List:
Company Name, Well Name, Drill date, API #, & Well Type
Lease sign posted & maintained (Sec. 13-1518)
Lease road accessible (Sec. 13-1515)
Fencing Type at both well and tanks (Sec. 13-1518)
Firewalls/containment (Sec. 13-1512)
Storage tanks condition (Sec. 13-1512)
Inside firewall/containment free of all liquids, vegetation & debris (Sec. 13-1512)
Service lines protruding over or out of firewall/containment locked (Sec. 13-1512)
Type of motive power: electric or gas (Sec. 13-1521)
Distance requirements: wellhead (Sec. 13-1509) & storage tanks (Sec. 13-1512)
Equipment in good working condition
Vegetation along lease road/location maintained (Sec. 13-1508)

Oklahoma City








42 pages of Oil and Gas Municode compared to 18 in Norman
More detailed restrictions on enhanced recovery and disposal wells
Annual submission of information required to be submitted to the Oil and Gas Inspector:
a list of personnel to be contacted in case of an emergency at the well site
a list of all wells owned or operated within the City by that owner or operator
Municode contains a detailed description of fire prevention requirements during drilling and production operations that Norman does not
The inspector may require all such samples of produced fluids, drilling muds, and injection fluids as necessary to be submitted at drilling sites or
elsewhere for quality control testing

Moore







In Norman, if a well is within 600 feet of a house, building, roadway etc, a fence >=6 feet high with >=3 strands of barbed wire and a max of 4
inches between ground and fence shall be built. In Moore, it is within 300 feet, and the fence must be >=6 feet high.
A description of the location of the well is required for both, with specific township, range, quarter, and section, including distances to all houses,
buildings, etc designed for humans or animals. However, they differ here in that Moore is within 600 feet, while Norman requires descriptions
within 660 feet.
In Moore, a storage tank must not be within a 300 foot radius of residentially zoned property, while in Norman, it cannot be within 100 feet of a
street, and 600 feet of a house, business, school, church etc unless waived by landowner.
Both require a statement of all equipment to be used at the site.
Both require a block map of wellsite, location of pipelines, access roads, and distances from well to fences, roads, buildings, etc. Moore is a radius of
330 feet while Norman is 300 feet.

Edmond







Edmond requires city council to approve new wells and the plugging of old wells while Norman only requires the approval of the oil and gas inspector.
In Edmond the conductor hole shall be drilled with fresh water and native mud or air. No chemicals or foreign substances are to be added to the drilling fluid. The conductor casing shall be cemented to the surface by circulating cement or by using the grout method. Norman does not specify drilling
instructions.
Edmond details safety and preventive measures much more then Norman.
Oil and Gas inspector must be notified 48 hours before testing of private water wells while in Edmond they must be notified 5 days in advance.
Edmond requires a permit for the extraction of any water from a private pond, stream, or a fire hydrant.

Del City






Del City oil and gas inspector inspects pressure lines and fittings for leaks. If leaks are found the well is shut down until the leak can be fixed.
Del City includes a way for residents near wells to notify the city of issues with the well.
Del City requires steel pits and circulating pits while Norman allows earthen pits as long as they are not in the Lake Thunderbird drainage basin. Poses
a threat for ground water and surface water pollution.
Del City builds earthen walls around their wells. On the higher side the runoff water is diverted from the well site, and the lower side they block the
runoff from the well. Norman wells only require a ditch system around the well where all runoff will be collected and pumped into storage tanks.
Norman has a more specific fencing code then Del City.

DATA ANALYSIS
Geographical Information System Analysis through ArcMap and Google Earth Pro
Risk Analysis Supported by Information from Oklahoma Corporation Commission, Oklahoma Water Resources
Board, and Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Well Inspection Report History – Examination of Records and Record Process
Examining Previous Reports
Finding Improvements to Current Process to Address Environmental, Governmental, Logistical, and Resident
Citizen Concerns

Sources for creating policy recommendations
For a well with a depth of 2,500 feet, the state regulation requires it to be 300 feet from a property line or lease line. Also, it shall be located not less than 600
feet from any other producible or drilling oil or gas well when drilling to the same common source of supply. If it is less than 2,500 feet then the regulation
requires the well to be no less than 165 feet from any property or lease line and 300 feet from any producible or drilling oil or gas well.
When a well is located inside the populated limits of a town side, fencing is required if the well is exposed to the public. A few safety requirements are as follows: the site shall be secured by a locked gate, a 4 foot fence shall enclose the area, and a waterproof sign must be present within 25 feet of the pit bearing
the legal descriptions and emergency telephone numbers.
The OCC allows the use of earthen pits, so Norman is fine, especially since they do not allow earthen pits in the Lake Thunderbird drainage basin.

